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Nimble for Good P.B.C.

We’re Nimble. 

We make personal tech better for our planet.  

Consumer tech is creating a huge environmental problem, but few in the industry are doing 
anything about it. Old electronics (or e-waste) is the fastest growing form of waste worldwide 
with more than 50 millions tons pouring into our ecosystem each year. 

It’s time for companies to take responsibility. We’re here to get the ball rolling... 

Our products are made with more sustainable materials like recycled aluminum, organic 
hemp and recycled plastic. All our packaging is 100% plastic-free, and printed with soy-based 
inks. We’re also committed to recycling one pound of electronics for every product we sell, 
closing the loop on e-waste.

We’re product people. We only produce high-quality products we want to use ourselves.

As a Certified B Corporation® , it’s our legal duty to consider the environment and the 
community in everything we do.



Thoughtfully designed technology.  

Made using sustainable materials.

WHAT WE DO



Nimble is more than a technology 
manufacturer. We’re people working 
together to help bridge the gap between 
our everyday modern needs, and those  
of Mother Nature. 

We believe customers have the right  
to know how their products are made, 
where they come from, and its impact  
on the world.

BRAND ETHOS



WHY WE’RE DIFFERENT



Elephants are adored for their 
intelligence and sense of community.

The Nimble Elephant brings our brand 
to life. She’s smart, loyal and playful.

She represents a cooperative spirit.  
A belief that our relationship with 
customers, partners and suppliers  
are essential to helping us live out  
our mission. 

Besides, who doesn’t love elephants?

OUR LOGO





LOGO USAGE

Clear Space
The minimum clear space surrounding the Nimble Brand logos should 
match the height of the lowercase “n” in the Nimble word mark.
(Clear space is indicated by the dotted lines.) 

Minimum Size 
Due to thin strokes in the Nimble text and the Elephant’s trunk and tail, 
size must be considered when scaling the logos to smaller sizes. 
Minimum size for Elephant, Nimble word mark, full Logo: 0.5in

Use of Logo on Images
Choose color and placement that creates the most contrast between the 
colored logo and background image.

Logo No Nos
Do not skew, stretch, distort, or rotate any of the Nimble logos or word 
marks. Please do not alter the Nimble logos in any way and always be 
sure to work with Logo files provided by the Nimble team.

0.5”

0.5”

0.5”



BRAND COLORS

Primary Color: Pantone 3135C
RGB - R:0, G:139, B:172 CMYK - C:100, M:23, Y:29, K:1 Hex - #008bac 
Used for primary branding, logos, large text & headlines.

Alternate Logo Colors: White
RGB - R:255, G:255, B:255 CMYK - C:0, M:0, Y:0, K:0 Hex - #ffffff
Used with the Elephant if blue is unavailable. Also used  
in supporting graphics, large text & headlines.

Primary Text Color: Pantone Black 6C
RGB - R:16, G:24, B:32 CMYK - C:82, M:71, Y:59, K:75 Hex - #101820
Used for body copy or headlines with small point size.

Secondary Text Color: Pantone Cool Gray 11C
RGB - R:84, G:86, B:91 CMYK - C:66, M:57, Y:51, K:29 Hex - #54565b
Used for body copy or headlines with small point size.



ACCENT COLORS

Lighter, desaturated versions of our Saturated Accent Colors  
used as background colors to help our dark products stand out.

PANTONE - 169C
RGB - R:249, G:184, B:174 
CMYK - C:0, M:37, Y:24, K:0
Hex - #f9b8ae

PANTONE - 2706C
RGB - R:204, G:211, B:233 
CMYK - C:18, M:13, Y:0, K:0
Hex - #ccd3e9

PANTONE - 475C
RGB - R:238, G:208, B:183 
CMYK - C:3, M:19, Y:28, K:0
Hex - #eed0b7

PANTONE - 644C
RGB - R:160, G:183, B:209 
CMYK - C:39, M:19, Y:6, K:0
Hex - #a0b7d1

PANTONE - 7457C
RGB - R:192, G:219, B:229 
CMYK - C:26, M:3, Y:7, K:0
Hex - #c0dbe5

PANTONE - 5635C
RGB - R:151, G:164, B:152 
CMYK - C:45, M:26, Y:42, K:1
Hex - #97a498

PANTONE - 5245C
RGB - R:218, G:206, B:211 
CMYK - C:12, M:18, Y:10, K:0
Hex - #daced3

PANTONE - 3242C
RGB - R:149, G:246, B:250 
CMYK - C:41, M:0, Y:10, K:0
Hex - #95f6fa



SATURATED ACCENT COLORS 

PANTONE - Blue 072C
RGB - R:32, G:32, B:177 
CMYK - C:95, M:91, Y:0, K:0
Hex - #2020b1

PANTONE - 299C
RGB - R:37, G:160, B:218 
CMYK - C:80, M:18, Y:0, K:0
Hex - #25a0da

PANTONE - 3385C
RGB - R:114, G:214, B:179 
CMYK - C:60, M:0, Y:43, K:0
Hex - #72d6b3

PANTONE - 269C
RGB - R:77, G:49, B:106 
CMYK - C:81, M:96, Y:26, K:13
Hex - #4d316a

PANTONE - 170C
RGB - R:249, G:147, B:128 
CMYK - C:0, M:56, Y:45, K:0
Hex - #f99380

PANTONE - 7739C
RGB - R:79, G:150, B:77 
CMYK - C:81, M:15, Y:100, K:2
Hex - #4f964d

PANTONE - 635C
RGB - R:173, G:217, B:230 
CMYK - C:34, M:1, Y:7, K:0
Hex - #add9e6

PANTONE - 3242C
RGB - R:136, G:216, B:213 
CMYK - C:50, M:0, Y:22, K:0
Hex - #88d8d5

PANTONE - 394C
RGB - R:237, G:231, B:95 
CMYK - C:10., M:0, Y:87, K:0
Hex - #ede75f

PANTONE - 682C
RGB - R:146, G:59, B:113 
CMYK - C:44, M:90, Y:29, K:7
Hex - #923b71

PANTONE - 701C
RGB - R:217, G:143, B:158 
CMYK - C:6, M:56, Y:20, K:0
Hex - #d98f9e

PANTONE - 7716C
RGB - R:48, G:146, B:144 
CMYK - C:87, M:20, Y:47, K:2
Hex - #309290



Primary Font: Acumin Pro Light
We believe that customers have the right to know how their products  
are made, where they come from and what their impact is on the world.

Headlines & CTAs: Acumin Pro Semibold
We believe that customers have the right to know how their  
products are made, where they come from and what their impact  
is on the world.

Headlines & CTAs: Acumin Pro Black
We believe that customers have the right to know how their 
products are made, where they come from and what their  
impact is on the world.

(The Nimble brand name and product names should always be  
written in “Title Case”. Banners, CTAs and some Headlines may  
be written in “UPPERCASE”.)

Helvetica fonts may be used for digital/HTML when Acumin Pro  
is not available.

A BETTER
WAY FORWARD

TYPOGRAPHY



Banners, Graphic Text, and CTAs written in UPPERCASE 

A BETTER WAY FORWARD

HIGHER STANDARDS VERIFIED

THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED AND BETTER FOR THE PLANET

Headlines written in Title Case

Good For Your Phone & The Environment

The Real Cost Of Technology

Made From Sustainable Materials

HEADLINES



PRODUCT
Sustainable Materials

Industry-Leading Features
Plastic-Free Packaging

ENVIRONMENT
E-Waste Awareness 

One-for-One Program
Homeboy Partnership

TRANSPARENCY
Ethical Suppliers 
Honest Pricing

B-Corp Certification

BRAND PILLARS



THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED  
AND BETTER FOR THE PLANET.

PRODUCTS & MATERIALS



POWER UP WITH PURPOSE.

Running out of power is a problem. Nimble’s Portable 
Chargers provide up to 10 full days of power on a single 
charge. Maximum charge speed. Minimal wait. 

• 18W PD Fast charging - up to 80% in 30 minutes. 
 Apple & Android fast charge compatible.

• Multiple charging ports to power several devices at  
 once. Works with phones, tablets, gaming devices,  
 cameras, wireless headphones & portable speakers.

• Made from plants & recycled aluminum. 

FAST PORTABLE CHARGERS 



We love recycled aluminum.  
It’s versatile, dependable, and  
infinitely recyclable.

Internal bioplastics are made  
from compostable materials  
such as corn and sugarcane.

MADE FROM BIOPLASTICS 
& RECYCLED ALUMINUM



CHARGE EASY.

No messing with a cord; just place your phone on the pad 
and you’re done. The perfect resting spot for your device.

• High-output, Qi-enabled wireless charging pads made  
 to power smartphones with 5W, 7.5W or 10W.

• Extra USB port to charge a second device.

• High-speed USB-C power input.

• Wrapped in soft, durable fabric blend made from  
 organic hemp & recycled plastic.

WIRELESS CHARGING



Why create new plastic? We  
upcycle old plastic to keep it from 
entering our oceans and landfills.

Our durable fabric blends are  
made with organic hemp and 
recycled plastic.

MADE FROM ORGANIC HEMP  
& RECYCLED PLASTIC BOTTLES



Fully compostable, 100% plastic-free 
packaging. No harmful inks or dyes. 

Molded paper pulp, kraft paper and 
corrugated board are the packaging 
materials of choice since they are all 
made from recycled paper. 

MADE FROM RECYCLED PAPER



MATERIALS ICONOGRAPHY

PLASTIC-FREE 
PACKAGING

PLASTIC-FREE 
PACKAGING

PLANT-BASED 
BIOPLASTICS

PLANT-BASED 
BIOPLASTICS

RECYCLED 
PLASTIC BOTTLES

RECYCLED 
PLASTIC BOTTLES

ORGANIC 
HEMP

ORGANIC 
HEMP

RECYCLED 
ALUMINUM

RECYCLED 
ALUMINUM

Materials icons can be used when writing/talking about Nimble Portable Chargers, 
Wireless Chargers, or Nimble Packaging. They must always be accompanied by at 
least one product image and included as a secondary element.



The average household owns up to 24 electronic devices. While  
nearly 100% of these products are recyclable, less than 15% are 
recycled at the end of their life. 

Our thirst for new technology is exploding. Combined with short 
product cycles (aka planned obsolescence), this trend has created 
mountains of e-waste

A better way forward.  

To help combat this rapidly-increasing stream of trash, we’ve 
partnered with Homeboy Electronics Recycling to recycle one  
pound of e-waste for every product we introduce into the world. 

Homeboy Electronics Recycling offers certified e-waste recycling  
and data destruction services while providing permanent jobs for  
men and women who face systemic barriers to employment.

THE REAL COST  
OF TECHNOLOGY  

             1%  
OF SMARTPHONES  
are being recycled

LESS 
THAN

The U.S. produces 9.4M  
tons of e-waste every year,  
more annually than any other country400,000

We get throw away over

mobile devices
EVERY DAY

50  
MILLION 
TONS OF E-WASTE  
WORLDWIDE

80%  
of e-waste  
is not documented



• Personal approach to all communications
• Avoid canned responses
• Use first names, if possible
• Use relatable language
• Not overly technical or excessive in use of industry jargon
• Be informative about relevant topics
• Take courageous stances on social and environmental issues,  
 where appropriate
• Be intentional with messaging
• Not random, but purposeful even when being playful  
 (including content)
• Be witty yet sincere when engaging in banter
• Helpful and knowledgeable first
• Use of sarcasm/humor is okay if done in a positive manner
• Be a guide to our customer, not the hero

WE ARE ARE NOT

Purpose-driven
Honest
Transparent 
Knowledgeable
Empathetic
Inclusive
Approachable
Relatable 

“Granola”
Sappy
Gimmicky
Corny
Elitist 
Conventional
Cliche 
Complacent 
Esoteric
Superfluous 
Aggressive
Perfect
Know-it-alls

FOCUSED 
FOR 
GOOD

TONE & VOICE



PHOTOGRAPHY

STUDIO MATERIALSLIFESTYLE



SOCIAL: WHAT, WHEN & WHERE

PRODUCT 
Focus on materials and 

features that give our product a 
unique competitive advantage.

USER GENERATED CONTENT 
Benefits through the eye of the 

consumer. Engaging images 
showing product in use.

TOPICAL 
The Brand’s commentary on 
current social topics, trends, 

community and culture.

CAMPAIGN
Part of a bigger picture 

connected to a campaign, 
promotion, or collaboration.



DESIGNED FOR GOOD 
IN CALIFORNIA


